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Docket Nos.: STN 50-454
and STN 50-455

Mr. Dennis I., Farrar
Director of Nuclear licensing
Commonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, Illinois 60690

Dear Mr. Farrar:

SUBJECT: AUDIT OF INADEQUATE CORE COOLING INSTRUMENTATION - BYRON
STATION, UNITS 1 AND 2

_

.

Enclosed is the report of the post-implementation NRC audit of instrumentation
to detect inadequate core cooling conducted on March 26, 1986, at the Byron
Station, Units 1 and 2. The purpose of this audit was to determine the
adequacy of the licensee's implementation of the requirements for inadequate
core cooling instrumentation (ICCII as detailed in "TMI Action Plan
Requirements", NUREG-0737 item II.F.2 The audit included discussion of the
Byron technical specifications concerning ICCI, incorporation of ICCI into
emergency procedures, calibration of equipment, operator training, ai,d a
review of the equipment qualification files as well as the physical inspection
of accessible equipment.

The audit team determined that Byron Station, Units 1 and 2, have implemented
a program that meets the requirements of NUREG-0737. The licensee will not be
required to provide the temperature trending discussed in Supplement No. 5 to
the Byron SER for the reasons outlined in the enclosure. Two concerns generic
to the Westinghouse ICCI system remain to be resolved by additional testing
and a 10CFR50 Part 21 review presently underway. Absent any adverse findings,

-

the inadequate core cooling instrumentation installation at Byron Units 1 and
2 is satisfactory.

As discussed in the enclosure, the licensee stated during the audit that it
considers a channel of the reactor vessel level indicating system (RVLIS) to
be inoperable if only one single measurement point (heated junction) is lost.
Subsequent to the audit, the licensee corrected that statement--the license
considers a RVLIS channel operable if at least one of the two heated junctions
in the head region is operable and at least three of the six heated junctions
in the plenum region are operable. We find this acceptable.
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Also enclosed is a Supplementary Safety Evaluation Report of the inadequate
core cooling instrumentation.
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o an Director,

PWR Proje :t Di ctorate #5

Division jif PWR licensing-A

Enclosures: As stated<

cc: See next page
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; Ar. Dennis I.. Farrar Byron Station'

|, Commonwealth Edison Company Units 1 and 2.

cc:
Mr. William Kortier Ms. Diane Chavez
Atomic Power Distribution 528 Gregory Street
Westinghouse Electric Corporation Rockford, Illinois 61108
Post Office Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230 Regional Administrator, Region III

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Michael Miller 799 Roosevelt Road
Isham, Lincoln & Beale Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137
One First National Plaza
42nd Floor Joseph Gallo, Esq.
Chicago, Illinois 60603 Isham, Lincoln & Beale

Suite 1100
Mrs. Phillip B. Johnson 1150 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
1907 Stratford lane Washington, D. C. 20036
Rockford, I-llinois 61107

Douglass Cassel, Esq.s

Dr. Bruce von Zellen 109 N. Dearborn Street
Department of Biological Sciences Suite 1300
Northern Illinois University Chicago, Illinois 60602
DeKalb, Illinois 61107

Ms. Pat Morrison
Mr. Edward R. Crass 5568 Thunderidge Drive
Nuclear Safeguards & licensing Rockford, Illinois 61107
Sargent & Lundy Engineers
55 East Monroe Street Ms. Lorraine Creek
Chicago, Illinois 60603 Rt. 1, Box 182

Manteno Illinois 60950
Mr. Julian Hinds
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Byron / Resident Inspectors Offices
4448 German Church Road
Byron, Illinois 61010

,
,

Mr. Michael C. Parker, Chief i
Division of Engineering
Illinois Department of
Nuclear Safety

1035 Outer Park Drive
Springfield, Illinois 62704
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Trip Report
,

\ Place visited: Byron Nuclear Power Plant, Byron ILL.' -

Date: March 26, 1986

NRC Visitors: Ra 0. Karsch (ICCI Lead PM)
L. N. 01shan (Byron P.M.)
T. Huang
S. Anderson (ORNL)

Persons visited: D. Brindle
J. Langan
E. Cope
L.' Ruppert
M. Blessing
S. Gackstetter
J. Colborn
K. Ainger

,

'

The purpose of this visit was to audit the completed installation and the
implementation of the inadequate core cooling instrumentation, described by TMI -

Action Plan item II.F.2 of NUREG-0737 at Byron Units 1 & 2. Included in this
inspection were discussions of the Byron technical specifications concerning
ICCI, the incorporation of ICC instrumentation into emergency procedures,
calibration, operator training,'a physical inspection of accessible equipment
and a review of the equipment qualification files. '

Discussions during the review of the Byron technical specifications indicated
~

that the licensee considers the loss of a sing 1+ measurement point (heated
junctOn) in the Byron reactor vessel level indicating system (RVLIS)
sufficient to render a level channel inoperable.. This interpretation seems -

overly restrictive and conservative in that it takes no credit for core syninetry
and cross correlation with other RVLIS level sensors. The end result of this.
conservative approach is that an unrelated level sensing point failure in.the '
second channel will force a plant shutdown despitE no degradation in the
operator's capability to determine upper head void formation or the approach of
possible core uncovery. Since there is a finite safety risk associated with-

' any reactor shutdown due to human error and shutdown cooling eouipment failure,
unnecessary shutdown should be avoided. The licensee's staff has agreed to -

reevaluate their position regarding the definition of a failed chann61

The following Byron equipment qualification files for the inadequate core
cooling instrumentation were reviewed:

.

EQDP#ESE 44A "Incore T/C Reference Junction Box"
EQDP#ESE 43A "Incore Thermocouples"

~

EQDP#ESE 43C "Hardline Potting Adapter / Cable Splice Assembly" 1 *

EQDP#ESE 43D " Panel Mounted Incore T/C Connectors" L' ~ 4~
EQDP#ESE 43B "Incore Thermocouple Connectors" ~..
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t Although these files were not reviewed to the same level of detail as usually
done for an EQ inspection, the inspection team was able to conclude that with
the exception of ESE 43C the documentation presents sufficient information to
conclude that the equipment will continue to operate satisfactorily despite a
harsh post accident environment.

The report on file for the hardline potting adapter / cable splice assembly
(EQDP#ESE43C) indicated degraded performance during the most limiting post
accident event, a high energy line break. In addition, a qualified life of
one year was listed. This is questionable since the Byron fuel cycle will
exceed the qualified life by 50%. This finding was discussed with
Westinghouse (R. B. Miller) on April 4, 1986, and the following explanation
was presented. During the course of an event the potting adapter / cable splice
assembly does introduce an error into the ICCI system. The splice has been
tested and will continue to function in the harsh post accident environment,
but an error proportional to the severity of the environment is generated. As
the environment becomes less harsh the error is reduced. This error was
discussed in a 10CFR50 Part 21 notification from Westinghouse dated February
20, 1986. The potting adapter cable splice assembly is presently undergoing
additional testing to extend the qualified life to ten years. Results are
expected expected by July 1986.

This matter will be reviewed by the staff. Pending the completion of this
review or lack of adverse test results the qualification of the Byron's ICCI
system is considered satisfactory.

In Supplement No. 5 to the SER the staff indicated that the licensee should
install a recorder for continuous trending of the temperature input to the
backup subcooling margin monitor (SMM) in the control room. The licensee
contends that because of the way their emergency operating procedures are
written, provision of this information to the operator would in no way enhance
their ability to respond to an inadequate core cooling event and would in fact
unnecessarily burden the operator with an additional task during a period of
high stress. Considerable discussion ensued regarding the impact trending
this temperature could have on plant safety, and the pertinent emergency
operating procedures were reviewed. Based on this discussion and review the
staff concludes that Byron should not be required to installed a temperature-

recorder for the following reasons:

1. The Byron emergency operating procedures require operator action based on
exceeding a discrete temperature limit point. These procedures, which
are based on approved guidelines, do not make any use of nor do they
mention a temperature trend or history;

2. Reanalysis of NUREG 0737 by the NRC staff determined that a requirement
for trending the temperature input to the backup subcooling margin
monitor is not clearly defined and open to considerable interpretational
latitude and therefore not enforceable.

- . --- -. -
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The ICCI systems calibrations were verificd during preoperational testing and* -

. will be performed on an eight:sn month cycle concurrInt with refueling
thereafter. The calibration schedule and results presented by the licensee

$. appear to be adequate.

The training of operators in general and for ICC specifically was discussed.
The licensee's operator training provides an understanding of the ICCI system
and its utilization and is considered satisfactory.

The inspection determined that the licensee has successfully implemented a
program to meet the requirements of NUREG 0737 item II.F.2.
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SUPPL.EMENTAL SAFETY EVAI_UATION REPORT.

.

. RYRON STATION, UNTTS 1 AND 2

STN 50-454 and STN 50 455
DOCKET NOS.:

i
4.7 Inadequate Core Cooling (ICC) Instrumentat ond that the licensee should
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Also enclosed is a Supplementary Safety Evaluation Report of the inadequate
core cooling instrumentation.

,

'

Vincent S. Noonan, Director
PWR Project Directorate #5
Division of PWR licensing-A'

Enclosures: As stated
* See next page for previous concurrences

cc: See next page

Distribution:
Docket Files PD#5 R/F EJerdan (01shan
NRC PDR TNovak JPartlow ACRS (10)
local PDR OELD B. Grimes NRushbrook

PPD #5 DIR:PD#5

g(bl01shan*]62Kj}rsch* VSNoona
5/5/86 4 /S/86 5/f/8/,
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Dbcket Nos.: STN 50-454
'

and STN 50-455
-,~

J
Mr. Dennis L. Far(ar /
Director of Nuclear licensing /s

Comonwealth Edison \fompany /
Post Office Box 767 \ /
Chicago, Illinois 60690 'j
Dear Mr. Farrar: /
SUBJECT: AUDIT OF INADEQUATE CORE COOLING INST'RUMENTATION - BYRON

STATION, UNI S 1 AND 2 '

Enclosed is the report qf the post-implementation NRC audit of instrumentation
to detect inadequate coFp cooling c ducted on March 26, 1986, at the Byron
Station, Units 1 and 2. \The purpo of this audit was to determine the
adequacy of the licensee * imple tation of the requirements for inadequate'

corecoolinginstrumentaton(/I.F.2ICC'I) as detailed in "TMI Action Plan
Requirements", NUREG-0737 tem The audit included discussion of the

Byron technical specificattor; tion of equipment, operator training, and a
( concerning ICCI, incorporation of ICCI into

emergency procedures, calibya
review of the equipment qualification files as well as the physical inspectiong

of accessible equipment./ \

The audit team determin$d that\ Byron Station, Units 1 and 2, have implemented
a program that meets the requirgments of NUREG-0737. The licensee will not be
required to provide the temperatyre trending discussed in Supplement No. 3 toi

the Byron SER for the reasons outlined in the enclosure. Two concern", generic
to the Westinghouse ICCI system rehain to be resolved by additional cesting
and a 10CFR50 Part 21 review presen'tly underway. Absent any advene findings,g

the inadequate core cooling instrumentation installation at Byron Units 1 and
2 is satisfactory.

Asdiscuss'/d in the enclosure, the licens e stated during the audit that it
considers channel of the reactor vessel lbvel indicating system (RVLIS) to
be inoperab e if only one single measurement hiQ(heated junction) is lost.
Subsequent to the audit, the licensee corrected tha h atement--the license
considers a RVLIS channel operable if at least one of the two heated junctions
in the head region is operable and at least three of the six heated junctions
in the plenum region are operable. We find this acceptable.

Vincent S. Noonan, Director
PWR Project Directorate #5
Division of.PWR licensing-A

cc: See next page *See next page for previous concurrences
Distribution:
Docket Files PD#5 R/F EJordan (01shan
NRC PDR TNova k JPartlow ACRS (10)
local PDR 0 ELD B. Grimes NRushbrook

|
~ D#5 DIR:PD#5

d s Olshan* RKarsch* VSNoonan'

G[55/5/86 5/5/86 5/ /86
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05cket'Nos.: STN 50-454
*

and STN 50-455

Mr. Dennis I.. Farrar
Director of Nuclear I.icensing
Commonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767s

Chicago,\ Illinois 60690
'

Dear Mr. Farrar: y
( ,/

SUBJECT: AUDIT OF INADEQUATE CORE C001.ING INSTRUMENTATION - BYRON
STATION, UNITS 1 AND 2 /

\ /

Enclosed is the re ' ort of the post-impleme tation NRC audit of instrumentation
to detect inadequate' core cooling conducted on March 26, 1986, at the Byron
Station, Units 1 and 2A The purpose of this audit was to determine the
adequacy of the licensee (s implementation of the requirements for inadequate
corecoolinginstrumentation(ICCI)/asdetailedin"TMIActionPlan
Requirements", NUREG-0737 item II.F.2 The audi; included discussion of the
Byron technical specifications concerning ICCI, incorporation of ICCI into
emergency procedures, calibratio'n of equipment, operator training, and a
review of the equipment qualif,1 cation files as well as the physical inspection
of accessible equipment. ,/ \

/ \
The audit team determined,that Byro'n Station, Units 1 and 2, have implemented

s

a program that meets the, requirements 30f NUREG-0737. The licensee will not be
required to provide the, temperature tre.nding discussed in Supplement No. 5 toj

the Byron SER for the reasons outlined in the enclosure. Two concerns generic
to the Westinghouse ICCI system remain to be resolved by additional testings

and a 10CFR50 Part 21 review presently underway. Absent any adverse findings,
the inadequate core cooling instrumentation' installation at Byron Units 1 and
2 is satisfactory.

As discussed in the enclosure, the licensee stated during the audit that it
considersachannelofthereactorvessellevel\(ndicatingsystem(RVI.IS)to
be inoperable if only one single measurement point (heated junction) is lost.
Subsequent to the audit, the licensee corrected th'at statement--the license
considers a:RVI.IS channel operable if at one cf the\two heated junctions in "

the head region is operable and at leastithree of th'e six heated junctions in
the plenum region are operable. We find'this acceptable.

'

Q

Vincent S. Noonan, Director
PWR Project Directorate #5
Division of PWR I.icensing-A

cc: See next page
Distribution:
Docket Files PD#5 R/F EJordan 1.01shan
NRC PDR TNovak JPartlow ACRS (10)
1.ocal PDR OEl.D B. Grimes NRushbrook

dPD#5
c, e DIR:PD#5

M[Karsh1.01shan VSNoonan
/5/5 /86 5/5 86 5/ /86'
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